Go Green
Help the Planet
and Improve Your
Bottom Line!

The Challenge
There is a growing concern about global warming and the impact it will have
on us and the ecosystems on which we depend. Temperatures have already risen
1.4°F (.78°C) since the start of the 20th century and temperatures will likely
rise at least another 2°F to 11°F (1.1°C to 6.1°C) over the next 100 years
(nine of the ten warmest years on record have occurred during the past
decade). The surface temperature data are consistent with other evidence of
warming such as increasing ocean temperatures, shrinking mountain glaciers,
and decreasing polar ice cover. In some parts of the world, global warming
could bring positive effects such as a longer growing season, but it is likely to
bring harmful effects to a much higher percentage of the world’s population.
Most scientists agree that the warming in recent decades has been caused primarily by human activities that have increased the amount of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere. These include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and
a host of other chemicals that are the byproducts of human activities, especially
the burning of fossil fuels for energy, industrial processes, and transportation.
What This Means for You
We will all have to change the way we do things to deal with global warming
and climate changes. The goal of this brochure is to provide useful information
about climate change and how it will impact construction equipment purchase, operation, and maintenance decisions. We also want to provide smart
options, to not only help the environment, but to help you run your business
more efficiently and reduce your owning and operating costs.

“Global Warming” or “Climate Change”?
The phrase “climate change” is growing in preferred use to “global warming” because it helps
convey that there are other changes at work in addition to rising temperatures.
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Your Carbon Footprint
What is a Carbon Footprint?
A carbon footprint is a measure of the
impact our activities have on the environment and, in particular, climate change. It
relates to the amount of greenhouse gases
produced by our activities.
How is a Carbon Footprint Measured?
Carbon footprint measures all greenhouse
gases but expresses them in tons of carbon
dioxide, the most common greenhouse gas.
Your carbon footprint includes everything
in your life that contributes to greenhouse
gasses in the atmosphere. This can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home gas, oil and coal
Home electricity
House – buildings and furnishings
Public, private transportation
Vacation and holiday flights, recreation
and leisure
Food and drink
Clothes and personal effects
Automobile manufacture and delivery
Share of public services

Scientists have identified two types of carbon footprint. Your Primary or Direct
Footprint measures direct emissions of
carbon dioxide from the burning of fossil
fuels including domestic energy consumption and transportation. These are things
we have some direct control over. Your
Secondary or Indirect Footprint measures
carbon dioxide emissions from the whole
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life cycle of the products we use – those
associated with their manufacture and
eventual breakdown and including things
we have little or no direct control over.
Calculating Your Carbon Footprint
Estimating your carbon footprint involves
a complex calculation using a mathematical model. The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has an online calculator you
can use by simply entering data about your
lifestyle (www.epa.gov/climatechange/
emissions/ind_calculator.html). An even
simpler calculator is located at
www.carbonfootprint.com. Results vary
widely depending on an individual’s
lifestyle choices. For example, a person
who travels frequently could attain a rating
that is significantly higher. The higher
your result, the more you may want to
consider ways to reduce your carbon footprint.
What This Means for You
Becoming more aware of the carbon footprint you are making in the world will give
you a better understanding of the need to
reduce greenhouse gasses. Each of us working together can make a difference. In the
construction industry, as with many other
businesses, reducing our carbon footprint
can reduce costs while contributing to a
better world.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Carbon footprint is a measure of the impact our activities have
on the environment
• Primary Footprint measures direct emissions of carbon
dioxide; Secondary Footprint measures indirect emissions
• Life Cycle Assessment is a technique businesses use to assess
their environmental impact

Life Cycle Assessment
Business and industry also need to be concerned about their carbon footprint. A tool
for helping companies reduce their carbon
footprint, associated with the products they
produce, is called the Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA). LCA is a technique to assess the
environmental aspects and potential
impacts associated with a product, process,
or service. Performing an LCA involves:

• Interpreting the results to help you make
a more informed decision
LCA is a cradle-to-grave approach that
begins when raw material is removed from
the earth and ends when all materials are
returned to the earth at the end of a product’s life cycle. An LCA allows a decision
maker to study an entire product system to
gain an understanding of the total impact
of the product being manufactured while
avoiding shifting environmental problems
from one place to another.
For more information on LCA go to:
www.epa.gov/nrmrl/lcaccess/index.html

• Compiling an inventory of relevant
energy and material inputs and
environmental releases
• Evaluating the potential environmental
impacts associated with identified inputs
and releases

Direct and Indirect Emissions
To better manage greenhouse gases, an
understanding of direct and indirect emissions can be useful. Direct emissions are
emissions from sources that are owned or
controlled by your company. This would
included on-site power generators, company-owned construction equipment, trucks,
etc. Indirect emissions are the result of
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your company’s activities but occur at
sources owned or controlled by someone
else. This would include the production of
electricity you use, production of purchased materials, transportation of purchased fuels, travel on non-company
owned vehicles and planes, etc.

N O
2

HFCs

PFCs

DIRECT
INDIRECT

INDIRECT

Business Travel
Production of
Purchased Materials

Waste Disposal

Contractor-Owned
Vehicles
Purchased Electricity
Fuel Combustion

Company-Owned
Equipment and Vehicles

Outsourced Activities
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Emission Control
In the U.S., air quality standards are set by
the EPA in compliance with the Clean Air
Act. Pollution from diesel engines that the
EPA is concerned about includes particulate
matter (PM) and ground-level ozone. When
nitrogen oxides (NOx) from diesel exhaust
hit the sunlight, they can combine with
volatile organic compounds to produce
ozone.
Emission Technology
Manufacturers have been improving their
diesel engines over the past decades to
reduce exhaust pollution. Changes include:
• Improvements to the combustion chamber
for a cleaner burn
• Electronic, high-pressure, fuel injection
systems for improved fuel management
• Variable-geometry turbochargers and
charge-air coolers that precisely regulate
and condition intake air
• Exhaust-gas recirculation(EGR) technology
to keep pollution to a minimum
These improved engines meet EPA requirements and are more efficient than the older
type of diesel engines.

Diesel Exhaust Treatments
One innovation in pollution control technology involves filtering exhaust air coming
out of the engine. Diesel particulate filters
(DPF) significantly reduce the amount of
PM escaping into the air. Currently used in
on-highway trucks, it is expected to be
adopted by off-highway machinery as part
of the solution for meeting EPA Tier 4
engine regulations. The downside of DPF
emissions control technology is that it
requires electronic intelligence to control the
fuel-injection process and to decide when
conditions are right for regeneration.
State Regulations
California regulations require that Tier 0
and Tier 1 machines built before 1997, up
to a maximum of 8% of the fleet per year,
be replaced with brand new equipment.
Existing Tier 2 and Tier 3 machines can be
retrofitted, up to a maximum of 20% of the
fleet per year, with approved emissions-control devices. Other states are expected to follow California’s lead with tougher regulations. These regulations will make it more
difficult to buy or sell older machines unless
they can be upgraded to Tier 3 or Tier 4.

New Emissions Regulations Will Impact Costs and Resale Value
New emissions regulations from the EPA and
California Air Resources Board (CARB) could make
Tier 1, 2, and even some Tier 3 machines obsolete. Equipment managers will have to make
tough and costly decisions in order to comply.
One added cost is increased technical training. Technicians have to be trained to repair Tier 1
through Tier 4 engines and manufacturers have
been working overtime to provide the necessary
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training, information, parts, and service in a timely
manner. And, the demand for cleaner engines and
the associated compliance costs will have a negative impact on resale value.
Because owning and operating costs of their
equipment will be higher, and resale value may be
lower, owners need to make sure they receive
appropriate revenue for their work in order to pay
for the increased ownership cost.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Manufacturers have been improving diesel engines to reduce
exhaust pollution
• Emissions can also be reduced by treating exhaust gas
• California leads with tough emission regulations; other states are
expected to follow
• Tier 4 regulations are being implemented from 2008 to 2015

Tier 4 Engines
Since 1996, the EPA has developed a multiple Tier system for gradually introducing
stricter regulations requiring new diesel
engines to produce less pollution. The first
three Tiers have been implemented.
Tier 4, the final phase, is being implemented from 2008 to 2015. The schedule
for Tier 4 engines is itself divided into two
phases; interim and final. For interim Tier 4
compliance, diesel engine manufacturers
must meet the following schedule:
• Under 75 hp: Tier 4 by 2008
• 75 – 175 hp: Tier 4 by 2011
• 175+ hp: Tier 4 by 2010
Details about these emission requirements can be found at www.dieselnet.com/
standards/us/nonroad.php.
According to the EPA, the final Tier 4
emission standards will reduce emissions of

particulate matter and nitrogen oxides from
non-road diesel engines by more than 90
percent. The requirement to reduce sulfur
levels in non-road diesel fuel by more than
99 percent will allow, for the first time,
advanced emission-control systems to be
deployed on engines used in construction,
agricultural, industrial, and airport service
equipment.
What This Means For You
Emission regulations will have an impact on
your equipment purchases. Make sure your
new machines have EPA-compliant engines
installed. You may have trouble selling your
equipment unless they have been upgraded
to meet current emission regulations. And,
having, or not having, machines with the
latest emission technology may influence
your ability to procure certain projects.

EPA Off-Road Emissions Regulations Compliance Schedule
kW

hp

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

0 - 18

0 - 24

19 - 36

25 - 49

37 - 56

50 - 74

Tier 3

57 - 74

75 - 99

Tier 4 Interim

75 - 129

100 - 174

Tier 2

Tier 4 Final

130 - 559 175 - 749
≥ 560

≥ 750

EPA Emission Reduction Schedule

PM (g/kWh)

Tier 3 (2006-2008)

Tier 2 (2001-2004)

Tier 1 (1996-1999)

Tier 4 Final (2012-2015)

Tier 4 Interim (2008-2013)

.8

.8

.8

.8

.8

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

.4

.4

.4

.4

.4

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

0

0

0
0

2 4 6 8
NOx (g/kWh)

10

50 - 100 hp (37 - 75 kW)

0

2 4 6 8
NOx + HC (g/kWh)

10

0
0

2 4 6 8 10
NOx + HC (g/kWh)

100 - 175 hp (75 - 175 kW)

0
0

2

4 6 8
NOx (g/kWh)

10

0

2

4 6 8
NOx (g/kWh)

10

175 - 750 hp (130 - 560 kW)
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Machine Technology
Hybrid Technology
Since the 1990s, hybrid
technology has become
an increasingly important
sector of the automotive
market because its use can
significantly increase gas
mileage by as much as 40%.
Hybrid automobiles combine
a conventional internal combustion engine with an electric
motor powered by a battery pack.
The electric motor powers the car
in low speed driving and at start up.
Recharging the battery pack occurs through
the recovery of energy while the car is braking. In some cases, the internal combustion
engine helps to recharge the battery pack by
spinning an electrical generator.
Hybrid Construction Equipment
Heavy equipment manufacturers are
embracing hybrid technology with Komatsu
introducing the world’s first hybrid
hydraulic excavator, the PC200-8 Hybrid.
With its new electric motor, the PC200-8
reduces fuel consumption an average of
25%, with some users reporting a 41%
savings, compared to standard PC200-8’s.
Instead of using an engine combined
with a battery pack, the PC200-8 Hybrid
uses a standard diesel engine combined with
a capacitor. This same technology has been
adapted for Komatsu forklifts. A capacitor

is an electrical
device that can store energy. In the
Komatsu hybrid system, an electric motor
turns the upper structure of the excavator
during a loading operation. Energy recovered as the turning structure slows down
charges the capacitor. The capacitor discharges its stored energy to help power the
machine during engine acceleration.
Other equipment manufacturers have
introduced hybrid
machines using
a variety of
different
technologies.

Komatsu Hybrid System

Inverter
Power generation
Inverter motor

Electric motor to
turn the upper
structure
Recovers energy,
when turning slows
down in loading
operation.

The upper structure turning
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Utilizes electricity
discharged from the
capacitor when the
engine accelerates.
Capacitor
Efficiently and
instantaneously stores
and discharges
electric energy.

Engine

Electric power
assistance at the time of
engine acceleration

HIGHLIGHTS
• Hybrid technology is being embraced by heavy equipment
manufacturers
• Komatsu’s PC200-8 Hybrid reduces fuel consumption an average
of 25%, compared to a standard PC200-8 excavator
• Other equipment manufacturers have introduced a hybrid wheel
loaders and dozers using different hybrid technology
• Remote machine monitoring systems lead to intelligent analysis
and better decision making

Fuel Efficiency Features
In addition to manufacturing engines with
green technology, manufacturers are introducing ways to make the machines more
efficient.
• New design variable displacement piston
pump combined with the closed-center
load sensing system delivers hydraulic
flow just as the job requires helping to
prevent waste while contributing to better
fuel economy
• Eco-gauge: Available on many Komatsu
machines, this feature shows when the
machine is operating at optimal efficiency.

Instantaneousness

Construction
equipment
Power density
(Frequent use of large power)

Capacitors vs. Batteries
Hybrid automotive battery packs work on
a chemical reaction. It takes time for them
to discharge electricity. This may be well
suited for operating a car but lacks the
instant power needed for construction
equipment operations like swinging a
boom. Capacitors, on the other hand, can
instantaneously and efficiently recover,
store, and discharge electricity making
them ideal for construction equipment
applications.

Forklift trucks
Batteries

Capacitors
Cars

Continuousness
Energy density (Longer use of small power)

• Hydraulically driven fan with electronic
control helps decrease fuel consumption
by monitoring temperature of coolant and
hydraulic oil
• Electronically controlled hydrostatic
transmission, adapted to small machines,
provides maximum power, speed and
efficiency
• High performance engines, such as
Komatsu’s ecot3, deliver high performance, low emissions, and low fuel
consumption. The ecot3 features a dualmode engine power select system which
allows operation for maximum fuel
efficiency or maximum power.

Remote Machine Monitoring
Many new machines come with embedded
machine sensors, to provide machine
operation and health information, and
link to ground positioning satellites
(GPS), to track location and movement.
These systems assist with intelligent
analysis and better decision making for
more efficient operation, improved
machine and fleet performance, and
increased component life.
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Machine Selection
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Selecting the Right Equipment
It’s an idea that goes back to the Stone Age
– choose the right tool for the job. Use
your experience to select the kind, size,
and specification of machine that can
obtain the optimum job efficiency.
When purchasing equipment check to
see what fuel efficiency features are included. In addition to the engine, look for an
electronically-controlled transmission and
fans, hydraulics driven by load sensing piston pumps, machine operation mode
selection, and an economy/power feature.
When in doubt about the most efficient machine for the job, consult your
equipment dealer for advice. Distributors
have tools available that can help determine the optimum fleet for a job site. By
choosing properly – perhaps going up or
down one size class – you could save significantly over the long run while reducing
your carbon footprint.

Used Equipment
Shopping the used equipment market is
one way to purchase the equipment you
need, when you need it, and at a price you
can afford. Used machines may not have
the latest technology and may be somewhat less efficient, but purchasing used
equipment helps keep machines out of a
landfill or reclamation pile for a longer
time. It’s a cost-efficient way to expand
your fleet or replace old equipment in a
way that improves your work capabilities
at a minimum investment.
Before you buy used equipment,
know what you are purchasing. Ask the
seller about the machine history. Identify
your equipment needs upfront and then
explore your financing options. Choose the
machine that is right for the job with the
right maintenance and warranty options.

Equipment Matching
When pairing a dump truck with any kind
of loader, it’s particularly important to
match the size of the loading machine to
the truck. For excavators and backhoes,
select the arm length to the working range,
digging force, and lifting capacity required
by the job. Consider the need for digging
at the bench as well as loading the truck.
For loading a truck, the rule of thumb is

to use an excavator if the bench height is
more than the height of the truck, with
the excavator positioned at the top of the
bench and the truck below. If the bench
height is less than the height of the truck,
consider a wheel loader. When loading
trucks, select a machine and bucket type
and size sufficient to minimize the number
of bucket loads needed.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Select the kind, size and specification of machine that can obtain
the optimum efficiency for the job
• Consider buying used equipment and keep machines out of
landfills
• Match equipment for optimal performance and number of cycles

Recovery and Disassembly
At some point, your older equipment will
need to be replaced, rebuilt or recycled. If
you plan on keeping your machine to its
end of life, decide whether to disassemble
and rebuild it or recycle it. While manufacturers in the past have rated their machines
for a life cycle of up to 50,000 hours, new
methods are extending that expectation so
that keeping your old excavator running for
up to 100,000 hours, or longer, is within
the realm of possibility. However, to make
this happen, it takes the cooperation of the
original equipment manufacturer, the dealer, and customer.
In addition to building a quality
machine in the first place, the equipment
manufacturer’s role is to provide technical
assistance and parts support to the dealer
along with technical support and operator
training to customers. Coverage periods differ from manufacturer to manufacturer. The
dealer’s role is to offer assistance including
the necessary technical and parts support.
Your job is to operate the machine responsi-

bly, stay on top of preventive maintenance
and repair the machine properly and efficiently. In addition to the usual preventive
maintenance and repairs, consider the following:
• Make extensive use of nondestructive
testing (i.e. oil sampling)
• Perform the manufacturer’s recommended
modifications and improvements
• Make repairs according to the manufacturer’s guidelines using the manufacturer’s
original parts
• Maintain your fleet properly
• Take advantage of your distributor’s
technical support and training
• Think green by recycling parts and
materials to keep them out of landfills
What This Means For You
When buying equipment, choose the right
machine for the job and consider buying
used. The right machine, and right combination of machines, will improve efficiency
and reduce operating costs.

Short Tail Swing Excavator Fits in Construction
Demolition Processing Center
When David Bahm opened Green Point
Construction Demolition Processing Center in
Topeka, Kansas in 2007, he knew working
conditions would be tight, so he purchased a
used Komatsu PC228 short tails
wing excavator from Berry
Tractor, the local Komatsu distributor. The PC228 fit in with Green
Point’s fleet of two used PC300
full-size excavators.
The short tail swing allows
Green Point to work efficiently to
separate construction materials
for processing. The center operates a Komatsu BR380JG-1
crusher, also purchased used, to
resize concrete, asphalt, and
brick products into gravel or base
material. The center grinds

asphalt shingles for reuse in road asphalt and
chips wood into mulch. Locating Green Point
within the city eliminates the need for construction trucks to haul construction materials
to the nearest landfill, saving 20
miles of driving in each direction.
In addition to grinding
materials for recycling, Green
Point recycles steel, aluminum
and other metals from construction and demolition projects. The
company also takes in leftover
materials from construction jobs
such as windows, doors, shingles, 2x4s, and other components. These are sold at discount to local residents, many of
whom are low income families.
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Machine Operation
Deposits can build on the pistons and cylinder walls, contaminating the oil and creating friction that can wear out engine components faster. Reducing wear on the engine
will increase component life and reduce the
need for oil changes and engine rebuilds,
thereby lowering operating costs.
Most new machines have some type of
idling caution feature in the display or more
advanced ways to monitor idle/production
time as part of a machine monitoring system, like Komatsu’s KOMTRAX.
Excessive idling is not only bad for the
environment and your engine, it’s bad for
your wallet (see below). Less idling also
means fewer operating hours for your
machine and higher resale value.

Reduce Idling
The easiest way to decrease your carbon
footprint is to reduce engine idling which,
in many cases, studies have shown to be
unnecessary (see Idling Myths & Facts
below). This can reduce particulate matter
(PM), nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon
monoxide (CO), and hydrocarbon (HC)
emissions. You will reduce fuel consumption, reduce required maintenance, and
increase engine life. And, when the machine
is turned off, reduce noise levels.
Idling is the most inefficient operating
mode for the engine. Diesel engines achieve
optimum performance at a reasonably high
RPM. An idling engine does not generate
enough heat to achieve proper combustion.

Potential Annual Fuel Savings with Idling Reduction
Bar graphs below show potential fuel savings if idling is reduced by the given percentage:
Excavator (148 hp)
10%

$320

20%

$640

40%

$1,279

(1800 average annual operating hours, 684 average annual idle hours, 1.7 gph, $2.75 fuel cost)

Crawler Dozer (205 hp)
10%

$329

20%

$658

40%

$1,317

(1500 average annual operating hours, 570 average annual idle hours, 2.1 gph, $2.75 fuel cost)

Wheel Loader (527 hp)
10%
20%
40%

$1,797
$3,595
$7,190

(2000 average annual operating hours, 760 average annual idle hours, 8.6 gph, $2.75 fuel cost)

Idling Myths & Facts
Myth: Diesel engines need to idle at least 5 minutes
in the morning, especially on cold days.
Fact: Most manufacturers currently recommend that
diesel engines run for no more than 3 minutes before
driving. Diesel fuel gelling problems have been
resolved with winter blends which withstand colder
temperatures better. Check your operator’s manual
for information about your machine.
Myth: Idling is good for your engine.
Fact: An idling engine is not operating at its peak
temperature; fuel combustion is incomplete. Fuel
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residue can condense on cylinder walls where it can
contaminate oil and damage engine components
increasing fuel consumption by 4% to 5%. Excessive
idling can also allow water to condense in the
exhaust which can lead to corrosion.
Myth: Shutting off and restarting is hard on the
engine and uses more fuel.
Fact: Frequent restarting has little impact on engine
components and the savings which result from
reduced idling greatly offset any additional costs.

HIGHLIGHTS
• The easiest way to decrease your carbon footprint is to reduce or
eliminate engine idling
• Biodiesel fuel can significantly reduce tailpipe emissions and
does not negatively impact performance
• Good operating procedures are essential to green performance

Switch to Biodiesel
Using biodiesel fuel can significantly reduce
tailpipe emissions, especially carbon dioxide,
carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter. Check your operator’s manual to see if your machine can use biodiesel
and what modifications, if any, need
to be made.
Biodiesel is a
renewable, domestic energy source
derived from vegetable oils or animal
fats. In the U.S. soybean oil is primarily
used. Generally, the cost of
biodiesel is about the same, or lower, than
the cost of petroleum diesel, but changes in
food commodity prices can have an impact
on cost.
Biodiesel blends are denoted as “BXX”
with “XX” representing the percentage of
biodiesel in the blend (i.e. B20 is 20%
biodiesel, 80% petroleum diesel). Komatsu,
like most diesel engine and equipment
manufacturers, recommends a B5 to B20
blend. B5 blends are primarily used to

increase lubricity; B20 blends can significantly help reduce emissions.
Some biodiesel blends are more likely
than diesel to gel at low temperatures.
Below 40°F, biodiesel concentrations of B50
or less are recommended. B20, or less,
behaves almost identically to petroleum
diesel in cold weather.
Switching to biodiesel does not significantly impact the performance and the
lubricating effects may extend engine life.
Since biodiesel is a better solvent than
petroleum diesel, it can “clean out” deposits
in your fuel tank which may require a more
frequent oil filter change once the switch is
made. Also, certain seals and hoses may
need to be replaced with biodiesel resistant
materials.
Biodiesel can be stored in the same
tanks and equipment used for petroleum
diesel, but the rubber components of tank
seals, pumps, and hoses need to be compatible with biodiesel. Biodiesel is safer to handle and store than petroleum diesel.
Finally, biodiesel contains slightly less
energy than petroleum diesel, but some of
this power loss may be offset by increased
lubricity.

General Operating Procedures
Good operating skills are essential to green
performance and it’s important to keep your
machine in good condition through recommended inspection and maintenance to
ensure that it can run as efficiently as possible.
• Choose the right machine and attachment
to match the job requirements
• Match your equipment to optimize loads
and number of cycles
• Stage equipment to minimize travel
distance

E

Fuel priority

P

Work priority

E mode
P mode

• Avoid loading your equipment beyond
recommended ratings

• Use “Economy” mode when “Power”
mode is not needed. Most machines will
have some type of a reduced power mode
feature or a way to monitor fuel efficiency.

• Reduce your travel speed and limit rapid
acceleration and deceleration

• If the worksite requires building a new
road, limit the grade to 10%
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Machine Operation
Green operation begins with avoiding excessive idling and slowing down, but here are
some other procedures you should follow.
These are general operating procedures

which should apply to most machines and
work conditions. Check your Operation &
Maintenance manuals for machine-specific
instructions.

Excavators
• Do not overload the bucket. Large
bucket loads can cause the work
equipment to stop while hydraulic
pressure is relieved. Reduce the load
for smooth digging.

• Raise the excavator position and use
two-tiered slope excavation (see below).
This will shorten cycle times and increase
production.

• Reduce your engine speed. Work in
Economy mode as often as possible.
Any dip in productivity can be offset
with increased fuel efficiency.
Conventional

• To speed up cycle times, position the
excavator close to the dump truck and
reduce your swing angle when loading.

Recommended

1

1
2

2

Two-Tiered Slope Excavation

Slope-Toe Excavation

Crawler Dozers
• Select the narrowest track shoe that best
suits the type of soil you are operating in

• Operate dozer in the forward direction as
much as possible

• Avoid high speeds, quick accelerations,
and sudden stops

• Avoid loading the blade to the point of
track slippage and spinning

• Avoid excessive speed in reverse

• Use the auto-downshifting function, if
available

• Avoid pivot or hard, tight, turns
Trucks
• When possible, coast to a stop rather
than braking. Never coast on a
downslope.

• Switch off exhaust brake, if equipped,
when coasting on a flat road.
• Dump your load at a lower engine speed

• Drive at a constant speed rather than
frequent acceleration and deceleration.

Acceleration
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Deceleration

Repeated acceleration and deceleration reduces fuel efficiency

Acceleration

HIGHLIGHTS
• Reduce your engine speed. Work in Economy mode as often as
possible.
• Avoid high speeds, quick accelerations, and sudden stops
• Use the Variable Shift or Automatic Shift functions, if available for
your machine

Wheel Loaders
• Excessive bucket loads can cause the
work equipment to stop as the torque
converter stalls and hydraulic pressure is
relieved.
• Avoid tire slippage by lifting the bucket
slightly off the ground before digging,
accelerating gradually.

Tra

30°

d
vel

• Use the Variable Shift or Automatic Shift
functions, if available for your machine
• If available, use the lock-up clutch torque
converter in load/carry or hill-climb
applications
• Shorten the distance for loading and
minimize the loading V-angle. Optimum
distance is 0.8L; optimum V-Angle is 30°.

nce
ista

L = machine length

On-site Recycling
If appropriate for the type of work you do,
consider recycling material on-site using a
track mounted crusher. You’ll be operating
green by reducing transportation and
removal costs, eliminating landfill charges,
and generating revenue from recycled products. Depending on the state you are work-

ing in, you may be required to use a certain
amount of recycled material on the job. If
you work in an area where rock removal is a
normal part of the construction process – or
if you are located in an area likely to be hit
by extreme weather – investing in a trackmounted crusher will expand your capabilities while helping the environment.

CrushConn Aggregates Takes Full Advantage of Mobile
Crusher’s Flexibility
With more than three decades of experience in
the construction industry, Kenny Taylor had a
first-hand perspective on a niche he could fill
when he launched CrushCon Aggregates in
February of 2006.
Located in Hampton, Va., CrushCon
Aggregates is a concrete recycling operation
that takes in demolished concrete material that
previously would have been taken to a landfill.
When they have about 20,000 to 30,000 tons of

material stacked up, they bring in a mobile
crusher to process that concrete into one-andone-half-inch-minus road base and three-inch
stone. That finished product is then sold and
used for road projects, erosion control, or anywhere else virgin aggregate would be used. The
service is particularly valuable in the Hampton
area because the nearest quarry is more than
80 miles away.
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Parts & Service
New, More Efficient Parts
One way to reduce your impact on the
environment is to use new, more efficient
parts for your equipment. You’ll be operating more efficiently, reducing owning and
operating costs, and taking another big
step towards a green operation.
• Install engine, transmission, and
hydraulic filters with the latest media
technology

• Use debris screens and pre-cleaners
• Switch to super long life coolants and
other fluids which have low environmental
impact
Always use parts recommended by the
OEM which have been updated to deliver
optimum performance on both current
and older model machines.

• Use fuel pre-filter with water separator
Increased Service Intervals
Most new equipment incorporates advanced
components which have longer service
intervals. A longer replacement interval for
hydraulic oil, engine oil and filters reduces
the costs associated with the service and the
environmental impact of waste oil and filters. Be sure to follow the manufacturers
recommended maintenance and service
requirements to maximize your benefit.

Treating Diesel Exhaust Gas
Replacing your standard mufflers with
exhaust retrofit technology can lower emissions of particulate matter (PM), nitrogen
oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO) or
hydrocarbons (HC), in addition to other
air pollutants.
Diesel Particulate Filters (DPFs) are
honeycomb or mesh devices placed within
the exhaust stream to physically trap and
oxidize PM. They can reduce up to 90%
of HC, CO, and PM. DPFs must be
paired with ultra-low sulfur fuels and
require a higher operating temperature to
work properly. Some filter maintenance is
required.
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• The new generation of hydraulic filters,
like the Komatsu Eco-white, are more
earth-friendly and maximize hydraulic
component performance.

• New coolants, like the Komatsu Super
Coolant, are non-amine/non-nitrite types,
have a two year/4,000 hour change
interval, and do not require a corrosion
resistor additive.

Diesel Oxidation Catalysts (DOCs)
are devices that oxidize pollutants in the
exhaust stream. DOCs have an established
record in the on-road sector and are gaining in off-road applications. Low sulfur
fuels (500 ppm or lower) are required.
DOCs are often paired with Closed
Crankcase Ventilation (CCV) technologies.
CCV devices provide a cleaner engine
environment by capturing and returning
oil in blow-by gases to the crankcase. CCV
devices direct NOx, HC, and toxins to the
intake system for re-combustion instead of
polluting the environment. PM is collected
in a filter and removed from the crankcase
vapors.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Always use parts recommended by the OEM which have been
updated to deliver optimum performance
• Replacing your standard mufflers with exhaust retrofit
technology can lower emissions
• If the engine is not working optimally, less power is generated,
more fuel is consumed, and polluting exhaust is generated

Engine
An engine that is not working optimally
will generate less power, consume more fuel,
and generate polluting exhaust.
• Clean or replace the outer element of the
air filter to keep the element from clogging.
If it is clogged, fuel consumption can be
up to 3% higher.
• Check and adjust the fuel injection timing
• Check the valve clearance every 2000
hours and adjust as needed
• Eliminate fuel contamination from
water and dust
• To assure proper oil viscosity, use the
appropriate oil for the prevailing ambient
temperature. If viscosity is too high,

Biodegradable Hydraulic Oil
New biodegradable oils are designed to
biodegrade to their natural state when subjected to sunlight, water, and microbial
activity. Most are formulated from synthetic base oils, but new vegetable-based
biodegradable oils have entered the market. Generally, those formulated from synthetic base oils outperform vegetable-based
oils. Because they are formulated with ashless additives that do not contain

friction and fuel consumption increases.
If viscosity is too low, oil overheats, dissipates, and fuel consumption is increased.
• Replace the engine oil and filter elements
periodically to minimize engine failure
and optimize fuel consumption

heavy metals, they have a very low toxicity
level.
• Provides superior performance and wear
protection
• Does not affect conventional sealing
materials
• Hydraulic systems should be drained of
conventional oil prior to installation

Biodegradable Hydraulic Oil Story (working on story)
Amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed
diam nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt
ut labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat,
sed diam voluptua. At vero eos et
accusam et justo duo dolores et ea
rebum. Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea
takimata sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor
sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam
nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat,

sed diam voluptua. At vero eos et
accusam et justo duo dolores et ea
rebum. Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea
takimata sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor
sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam
nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat,
sed diam voluptua. At vero eos et
accusam et justo duo dolores et ea
rebum. Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea
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Parts & Service
Handling Fluids and Filters
Proper handling of fluids will assure efficient operation.
Fuel
• Drain water from the fuel tank before
starting engine

Oils
• Replace oils at recommended intervals
• Do not blend oils of different grades and
brands
• Fill oils at the recommended amount

• Do not allow dirt and dust to get into
fuel

Filters
• Replace filters at specified intervals; more
frequently in demanding environments

• Use an approved fuel and fill up tank at
the end of the day

• Use genuine OEM filters

Reduce Fuel System Contamination
Dirt and dust can damage your engine,
fuel system and overall machine performance. Tier 2 and Tier 3 engines are more
vulnerable to damage because the higher
fuel injection pressure causes dirt and dust
to act as abrasives. Water, as the result of
condensation, can also create fuel system
problems.
You can prevent fuel line problems by
doing the following:

• Change fuel filters at suggested intervals
following manufacturer's directions
• Select a machine which has a two-filter
system (fuel pre-fuel filter and filter)
• To prevent condensation, fill up the tank
with fuel at the end of each day
• Drain water and sediment from bottom
of fuel tank before starting operation
each day

• Minimize fueling in dusty or dirty
environments

Undercarriage & Tires
• Clean the undercarriage as frequently as
possible
• Adjust the track shoe tension and assure
proper track sag
• Select the narrowest shoes possible to still
get the needed flotation

• Use rock guards only when the
application needs it
• Check alignment of track frame and
front idler
• Use long-life undercarriage
• For wheeled machines, use radial tires for
reduced rolling resistance and less fuel
consumption
• Maintain proper air pressure. Too much
air pressure can cause tire slippage. Too
little causes friction and increases rolling
resistance
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HIGHLIGHTS
• Proper handling of fluids will assure efficient operation
• Dirt and dust can damage your fuel system efficiency, and your
engine, and have a detrimental impact on overall machine efficiency
• Remanufacturing options exist for most mechanical and electrical
machine components

Polymer Body Liners
Designed for rigid and articulated trucks,
the polymer body liners are designed to
protect the steel body from abrasion and
to prevent the loaded material from sticking to the bed. Liners allow for a quicker
dump cycle and eliminate material carryback. The body liners add very little to the
overall weight of the truck while providing
significant improvements in productivity
and reducing fuel consumption.

On-board Engine Oil Evacuation and
Pre-lube Systems
Systems like QuickEvac™, offered by
Komatsu, fully automate routine engine oil
changes. These systems allow a full engine
lube, oil, and filter change to be completed
in less than 20 minutes and routine 250or 500-hour maintenance services in one
hour or less; boosting productivity and
helping fleets do more with fewer mechanics. These systems also provide better lubri-

cation for today's high-performance, faststarting diesel engines, minimizing dry
start wear and increasing engine efficiency.
And, tougher environmental regulations and heavy fines demand greater care
in handling, transferring and properly disposing of oil. Most systems offer foolproof, spill-proof protection. Leak-free
quick couplers with direct draining to final
containment can help eliminate leaks and
spills.

Remanufactured Parts
Another good way to reduce your carbon
footprint and costs is to use remanufactured
parts instead of new. Remanufacturing
options exist for most mechanical and electrical machine components.
Factory remanufactured components
can be recycled and used several times in
an environmentally-friendly cycle.
Remanufacturing components utilizes up
to 85% of the "value add" from the original manufacturing — keeping old
parts out of landfills and giving
them new life. And they are often
upgraded to the latest technical
improvements to meet current
emission standards.
There are some cautions to be
aware of, however. Be sure the
remanufactured part is rebuilt to
the original equipment manufacturer’s
specifications and are built to provide

“like-new” performance. Salvaged components should be remanufactured in an
ISO-certified remanufacturing facility that
follows “green” manufacturing processes
and has strict quality management systems
in place.
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Remote Machine
Monitoring & Control
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Remote Machine Monitoring
Remote machine monitoring can help
improve machine performance and help
keep your operation green. Most systems
use embedded machine sensors, to provide
machine operation and health information,
and ground positioning satellites (GPS), to
track the machine’s location and movement.
This can lead to intelligent analysis and better decision making for more efficient operation, improved machine and fleet performance, and increased component life.
Service and maintenance information
can be gathered in a more systematic manner and alerts can be transmitted so that all
needed service is done in a timely manner,
reducing downtime for service and minimizing the risk of catastrophic failure.
Maintaining your equipment at its opti-

mum performance will increase uptime and
reduce fuel consumption.
And, detailed operating information
can highlight both efficient and inefficient
operating procedures and can aid with operator training.

Remote Machine Control
Typically used on dozers and graders for
grading operations, remote machine control
systems incorporate GPS and machine sensors to guide machine operation. Following
a supplied job design, the system continuously compares the actual machine and
blade position to the job design and sends
corrections to the machine hydraulics. The
operator primarily controls the machine
direction and speed and the system creates

the finish grade. This kind of system has the
following benefits:

Machine Staging
Load frequency reports can show you how
hard your machines are working so you’ll be
in a better position to increase or decrease
the number of machines on the job site and
which machines should be paired together
to achieve the highest productivity.
Knowing the exact location of all machines
in your fleet can help you plan which
machines to move to another site and to
move them from job to job in the most efficient manner.

• Increased production and fuel efficiency
by making fewer passes with fewer
machines; only have to move the dirt
once
• Increased production by eliminating
downtime waiting for surveyors and
cutting out rework

HIGHLIGHTS
• Remote monitoring systems use embedded machine sensors, to
provide machine operation and health information, and GPS, to
track machine location and movement
• Remote machine control systems incorporate GPS and machine
sensors to guide machine operation

®

KOMTRAX is the remote machine monitoring
system which comes standard on most
new Komatsu equipment and is available as a retrofit on older Komatsu
machines, as well as other brands of
construction equipment. KOMTRAX
was designed to give owners the information they need to make strategic
business decisions regarding
machines and their operations.
An important fuel efficiency feature available with KOMTRAX is the ability to see how
much time the machines are working and
idling. You can see if the machines are being
utilized to their full capacity or if a machine
could be used elsewhere to help out on another
project. Detailed operation information tells
owners how and when the machine is being
used and how productive machines and operators are. Easy-to-follow bar charts show engineon time and actual working or non-idle time.
Machine operation monitoring facilitates
proper maintenance scheduling and helps identify a potential problem before failure occurs.
KOMTRAX provides the following information,
depending on the machine model:
• Service meter reading. Equipment
hours can be tracked for a variety of
uses, including service and maintenance scheduling.
• Operation maps tell owners what
times of day their machines are operating and whether they are working
when they should be.
• Fuel level information helps owners
better manage fuel service scheduling.
A bar graph shows how much fuel is in
the tank at the end of the day.
• Average hourly fuel consumption.
Taken from the fuel injection valve,
owners can get a true reading of the
actual fuel consumed and an average
over the operating period, and can
help determine which machines are
working hardest.

• Cautions. Owners will know if a caution light flashes in the cab. The caution explanation and time it occurred,
as well as number of occurrences, are
displayed on the Web site for owners’
review.
• Working hours. Detailed operation
information tells owners how and
when the machine is being used, and
how productive machines and operators are. Easy-to-follow bar charts show
engine-on time, as well as actual working or non-idle time.
• Load frequency. Knowing how hard
the machine is working can help owners more accurately schedule component replacement and prevent major
failures. Load frequency also works as
an early warning sign for potential
overload or underload situations and
can tell the owner whether the propersize machine is being used for the task
at hand.
• Machine operating info. Key operation information like excavation,
travel, dig, relief, and hoist times can
help monitor operator performance
and assist with the training of new
operators.
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Komatsu Activities
Komatsu places the environment among
our highest priorities and is reducing environmental impact in all aspects of business
operations; from product development to
procurement, manufacturing, logistics,
sales, and after-sales service. We will continue to apply “DANTOTSU”, our longstanding philosophy to develop “unique
and unrivaled” products. We will continue
to give particular attention to reducing fuel
consumption — and therefore carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions — during product operation, the stage in the product lifecycle responsible for a largest portion of
total CO2 emissions. The PC200-8 hybrid
excavator and hybrid forklift are our most
recent innovations which exemplify this
approach.
We have successfully implemented a
number of initiatives at our manufacturing
facilities and logistics to reduce CO2 emissions. Plants are shifting to low-carbon
energy sources, cutting stand-by electricity
of equipment, and using high-efficiency
lighting. Our two newest plants, and a
planned new expansion, are adjacent to

ports which will allow further reduction in
CO2 emissions by shortening shipping distances.
Our endeavors to mitigate environmental impact extend to providing on-site
recycling, remanufacturing used components (parts) in our “Reman” business at
the global level, recycling used rubber
crawler shoes, reducing waste generation,
and recycling as part of our zero emissions
goal at manufacturing facilities, and meeting the requirements of REACH, a new
EU regulation on chemical management
that has come into force.
Looking to the future, Komatsu will
continue to offer the world’s best construction equipment while continuing as an
industry leader in educating and encouraging our customers. Our goal is to be both
an action leader and a thought leader
about operating construction equipment
more efficiently to reduce fuel consumption and emissions, recycling parts and
materials, and upgrading equipment with
newer “green” technologies.

Komatsu Business Activities and the Environment
Komatsu activities have an impact on the environment at each stage of the manufacturing process.
Komatsu will continue to provide high value-added products and services while assessing the
environmental impacts resulting from our business activities, formulating medium- and long-term
objectives, and introducing measures to reduce such impacts.

Development

Procurement of Materials

• Environment & economy
• LCA design
• Medium-term targets for
development of environmental
technology

• Green procurement

Manufacturing
(27 Komatsu Group manufacturing facilities in and outside of Japan)
• Mitigation of climate change
(energy conservation)
• Effective utilization of resources (zero emissions)
• Environmental risk management
• Eliminating use of hazardous chemicals* 1
• Eliminating use of organic chlorinated
cleaning solvents* 2
Environmental Risks
(Air, soil, and groundwater pollution)

Measures for underground oil tanks
Storage for PCB transformers
Groundwater observation wells
Company on-site landfills

*1 Komatsu manufacturing facilities
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*2 Komatsu Group manufacturing facilities in Japan

Product
Product weight
(construction
equipment only)* 3
818,000 t
Number of products
(construction
equipment only)* 3
46,026 vehicles

Completed* 1
570 units* 2
95 wells* 2
Closed

*3 Related to construction machinery manufactured in Japan

Komatsu Ltd., Komatsu America Corp’s
parent company, is included in Socially
Responsible Investing (SRI) indexes

Komatsu Hybrid Hydraulic Excavator
In June 2008 Komatsu launched its
PC200-8 electric hydraulic hybrid excavator. The Komatsu Hybrid System maintains the basic functionality of the
PC200-8 standard model while reducing
fuel consumption by approximately 25%,
in comparison.

Komatsu Hybrid Electric Forklift
The world’s first hybrid electric forklift
truck features two electric power systems;
conventional batteries and capacitors.
These systems can reduce power consumption by up to 20% compared to Komatsu’s
standard electric-powered forklift.

Emission Reduction in Manufacturing
and Logistics
To mitigate climate change, Komatsu has
adopted as an indicator CO2 emissions
per unit of manufacturing value with
regard to electricity, fuel gas, fuel oil, and
any other type of energy used in its manufacturing operations. Our two newest
plants, Ibaraki and Kanazawa, have been
built adjacent to ports to reduce overland
shipping.
CO2 Emissions
(1,000 t)
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Energy Conservation of the Hybrid Electric Forklift

Compared to
Fuel
a standard
Consumption
model
25% Reduction

Measured Data from
Actual Use by Customer

80

–30%

1.5-ton gasoline-powered
model

0
Total CO 2 emissions
over five years

32,300 kg

-CO 2

Total CO 2 emissions
over five years

10,400 kg

-CO 2

Total CO 2 emissions
over five years

8,300 kg
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–31%
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100
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81.2
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80
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71.6

70 or less
66.3

Maximum of 41% Reduction

(Estimation of
Average Use)
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1.5-ton standard electricpowered model
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(FY) 1990
2000
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
2010
Manufacturing value: The total production cost excluding direct material
cost, other facilities’ components, and procured components
Total amount of CO2 emissions by the entire Komatsu Group
manufacturing facilities in Japan
Index per unit of manufacturing value by Komatsu Group
manufacturing facilities in Japan (compared to FY2000)
Index per unit of manufacturing value by Komatsu manufacturing
facilities and Komatsu Castex plants (compared to FY1990)

0
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FB15HB-12
0
PC200-8
Standard
Model

PC200-8
Hybrid

Company A
(waste soil
disposal)

Company B Company C
(civil
(sludge
engineering) disposal)

Actual results of the PC200-8
Hybrid model

Logistics

Sales and Services

Use

• CO 2 reductions in logistics
• Improvement of transport
efficiency
• Improvement of packing materials

• Provision of environment-friendly
products and services
• Creation and operation of a
transaction network for used
components (parts), information
on “Reman” sales, etc.

• Reduction of environmental
impact during the product
usage stage
• Provision of solutions for
customers’ environmental
activities
• Promotion of fuel-efficient
operation

Recovery and
Disassembly
• Promotion of “Reman,” in
which used components (parts)
are recovered, remanufactured,
and supplied back to the
market
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Consult your OEM Operations and Maintenance manuals for machinespecific operating instructions and requirements.
Acronyms used in this brochure
CARB
CCV
CO2
CO
DOC
DPF
EPA
gph
GPS
HC
HFC
hp

California Area Resource Board
Closed Crankcase Ventilation
Carbon dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Diesel oxidation catalyst
Diesel particulate filter
Environmental Protection
Agency
Gallons Per Hour
Global Positioning Satellites
Hydrocarbons
Hydrofluorocarbon
Horsepower

ISO
LCA
NOX
N2O
OEM
PFC
PM
ppm
RPM
SF6
SRI

International Organization for
Standardization
Life Cycle Assessment
Nitrogen oxides
Nitrous oxide
Original equipment manufacturer
Perfluorocarbon
Particulate matter
Parts Per Million
Revolutions Per Minute
Sulfur hexafluoride
Socially Responsible Investing

Endnotes:
1. “Temperature Record,” Reconstructed Temperature Chart, www.wikipedia.com
2. Tim Barnett, Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, California as reported by Carbon Footprint, Ltd.
on their website www.carbonfootprint.com.)
3. Ruth Curry, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in Connecticut as reported by Carbon Footprint, Ltd. on
their website www.carbonfootprint.com.
4. NASA, 1999, as reported by Carbon Footprint, Ltd. on their website www.carbonfootprint.com.
5. Haeberli and Beniston, 1998, as reported by Carbon Footprint, Ltd. on their website www.carbonfootprint.com.
6. “Beyond Oil: The Transportation Fuels That Can Help Reduce Global Warming,” July 2008, Wisconsin
Environment Research & Policy Center.
7. Ibid.
8. “Understanding and Responding to Climate Change,” 2008 Edition, The National Academies
9. “The Plain English Guide to the Clean Air Act”, April 2007, Unites States Environmental Protection Agency
10. “The Greenhouse Gas Protocol”, March 2004, World Resources Institute and World Business Council
for Sustainable Development
11. “Global Diesel Emissions Regulations — At-A-Glance”, 2008, Diesel Progress
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